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Cooler Than Me

You like this, but you probably won't, you think you're cooler than me, you got me...
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COOLER THAN ME

SOPRANO 1

MEM - BER_ ON YOU THINK YOU'RE COOL - ER THAN ME_ ON
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MEM - BER_ ON YOU THINK YOU'RE COOL - ER THAN ME_ ON
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MEM - BER_ ON YOU THINK YOU'RE COOL - ER THAN ME_ ON
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MEM - BER_ MY NAME_ IT'S PROBABLY CAUSE YOU THINK YOU'RE COOL - ER THAN ME_ ON
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MEM - BER_ ON YOU THINK YOU'RE COOL - ER THAN ME_ ON
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MEM - BER_ DO DO DO DO YOU THINK YOU'RE COOL - ER THAN ME_ ON
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MEM - BER_ DO DO DO DO YOU THINK YOU'RE COOL - ER THAN ME_ ON
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IT AIN'T IT
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IT AIN'T IT
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HIGH HEEL SHOEZ ON YOUR FEET, AND YOU WEAR 'EM AROUND LIKE IT AIN'T IT, BUT YOU
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IT AIN'T IT
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Cooler Than Me

I hope you like this you prob—buy won’t on no dot dot da
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I hope you like this, but you prob—a—buy won’t, you think you’re cooler than me—You got desc—

Designer shades to hide your face you wear ‘em a—round like you’re cooler than me Hey—re—
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